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foundation, while serious foundational researches are frowned 
upon” (p. 241). On the computer simulation of human thought: 
“The trouble is we do not know what we are simulating, we do not 
know enough about the object (viz. the mind) we are modelling” 
(p. 309). On Goodman’s version of nominalism: “given the actual 
knowledge we do possess now, we are, I think, justified in consid 
ering , at the present stage, the no-infinity theory as either 
basically untenable or at least as too utopian to be interesting 
and significant” (p. 423). 
Everyone should be able to learn from this book and some 
scholars ought to attempt to clarify and expand -- or else 
refute -- some of its many challenging theses. This does not 
mean that the book will actually be read by many: it is far too 
original and unfashionable for that to happen. 
A BOOLEAN ANTHOLOGY. Selected writings of Nary Boole. By D. G. 
Tahta. London (Association of Teachers of Mathematics .) 
1972. 79 p. L 0.50. 
Reviewed by N. T. Gridgeman 
National Research Council of Canada 
Some mild deception here--the anthologizee is not George 
Boole but his wife, Mary, a fact relegated to the subtitle. 
Mary, born in 1832 to an English country parson (the brother of 
Sir George Everest, the surveyor), was strong-minded and intel- 
ligent. She studied in university classes but, being female, 
was not allowed to take a degree. (Later, she was to write that 
“the idea of testing women’s fitness for a truly womanly life by 
competitive examination is not quite a modern one; King Lear 
tried it.“) She met Boole in Cork; they married in 1855 and pro- 
duced five remarkable daughters. Perhaps the most remarkable 
was Ethel, the youngest, a writer, translator and composer, whose 
risorgimento novel “The Gadfly” became a best-seller in the USSR 
(at least three Russian operas have been based on it), and who 
died as recently as 1960 in New York City in her ninety-sixth 
year. 
To return to Mary. She understood and enthused over her 
husband’s symbolic logic and tried to organize his creativity. 
Your average genius is not an easy person to discipline, but 
George Boole was exceptional and went along with the controls 
(nominally, anyway--there is evidence that he surreptitiously 
broke the rule about not wasting time on poetry). When he died 
in 1864, Mary had fifty years of activity ahead of her. She 
filled them. Her main interests were the reform of elementary 
school teaching (particularly of mathematics) and the promotion 
and extension of Boolean algebra. 
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Mary conveyed her diverse thoughts and pleas with a lively 
pen, and Mr. Tahta’s selections are good. Her discussion of the 
value of play-methods to open the child mind to mathematics still 
has relevance. And she was rightly concerned to broaden the 
treatment of algebra in the classroom (although to label its 
neglect “a fruitful source of insanity” seems a little harsh). 
On t.he other hand her promotion of the mystically minded French 
logician, Alphonse Gratry , reads hollowly under modern eyes. 
The booklet has a useful introduction and ends with a 
bibliography and some notes on the people mentioned. The last 
sentence of the text proper is worth quoting here: “But if England 
takes no interest in the question whether its young men of abnormal 
genius shall lay themselves on the altar of National Reform or 
rot away in mere phosphorescent decadence, why was Oscar Wilde 
condemned to prison, and why do we perform religious services in 
honour of Jesus of Nazareth?” Figure that one out. 
Galileo Revisited: an Essay Review of 
GALILEO'S INTELLECTUAL REVOLUTION: MIDDLE PERIOD, 1610-1632. 
By William R. Shea. New York (Science History Publications). 
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by Winifred L. Wisan 
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As A. C. Crombie has pointed out, Galileo has long been a 
philosophical symbol. In the 19th century for example he was 
diversely regarded as a Kantian rationalist, an empiricist 
anticipator of Mill, a founder of the “positive philosophy,” and 
a Machian phenomenalist. In the early 20th century, he naturally 
became the father of the hypothetico-deductive-experimental 
method . More recent historians such as J. H. Randall (and 
Crombie himself) link Galileo to Aristotelian sources. On the 
other hand, Koyr6 and his followers insist upon Galileo’s Platonism, 
and fresh interpretations and reinterpretations continue to appear. 
Since evidence for all these views may be found in Galileo’s copious 
writings over a period of some 50 years, and since those who hold 
different views of science tend to see in his writings just those 
passages which support their own philosophy, we continue to be 
presented with a number of different--and quite incompatible-- 
Galileos. If we are ever to extract the real man from his 
symbolic images we must seek to understand rather than to ignore 
the many contradictions in his works and correspondence and try 
to put together a less tidy picture which can include those 
pieces that refuse to fit neatly into a consistent whole. For 
this we need more extensive and more detailed analyses of exactly 
what Galileo said and did and of the immediate background and 
context of each of his writings. 
